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 Street Fighter: The Eternal Struggle 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 



 -Seth becomes a victim of the raging demon 

 

                                 Seth 

                         THIS IS IMPOSSIBLE! 

 

                                  Oni 

                        You…Have…Been judged. 

 

 

                                Narrator 

M.Bison, ruler of the criminal nation of Shadowloo has been at 

war with former subdivision S.I.N since its recent defection 

from Bison’s militia. Seth, leader of S.I.N had pushed his 

organization up in the ranks, so far up, that it became 

Shadowloo’s main competitor for world domination. 

 

Bison created a biological fighting weapon modeled after a 

supposed demon who destroyed one of his replacement bodies ages 

ago, and christened it Oni. Oni was conceived in order to wipe 

out Seth’s forces, and Seth himself. To Bison’s pleasure, Oni 

did just that, but to his dismay… 

 

 

-Bison getting pummeled by his creation: 

 

                                 Narrator 

 

Oni, after defeating Seth, developed a mind of his own. Deeming 

himself as a “Judge of the worthy”, Oni attacked his creator 

and flew off to find more powerful fighters to challenge. 

Warriors who he judged guilty for not using their fighting 

ability to the fullest are deemed unworthy and meet with death, 

while fighters who prove themselves worthy to Oni barely walk 

away with their lives. 

 

 



 -Bison gets back up, enraged: 

 

                              

                              Narrator 

 

Due to the immense power he possessed, Bison was able to prove 

to Oni that he was worthy to stay alive. After recovering Bison 

realizes that even with his great strength, due to Oni’s 

internal engine allowing him to generate mass amounts of 

fighting energy, by the time he tracks him down and challenges 

him again, he will be no match for the abomination. Bison comes 

to the conclusion that the only way for him to be able to defeat 

Oni, is to merge with Rose, who is not only a mystical woman 

with fortune telling capabilities, but also a fraction of his 

former self.  

 

 

-Rose darts off with much haste, as if she were being pursued: 

 

                              Rose 

  I must hurry; his presence is growing stronger with every 

passing second. 

 

 

-Rose comes to a screeching halt: 

 

                              

                               Bison 

I must admit that it is most amusing to see you scurry like the 

insect you are. 

 

 

-Bison descends from the sky, with his trademark grin, smug as 

ever. 

 

 



 

 

 

 

                                 Bison 

Due to our link, you should already know why I am here, so I 

will make this brief. You will return what belongs to me with 

no objections, and if you comply, I will try my best to make 

this as painless as possible. 

 

 

-Rose scowls at Bison defiantly: 

                          

                                  Rose 

And you should already know that I would rather die than to just 

hand my power over to t you. 

 

 

-Bison looks down at Rose in disgust: 

 

Bison  

Your words confirm that you have not inherited one shred of my 

immense intellect. 

 

 

-Bison tosses his cape, as Rose continues to stare him down: 

              

                                  Bison 

But I will admit I am quite pleased you have chosen to defy me. 

I have been in a very bad mood, and torturing you will suffice 

in curbing my frustration! 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

-Rose gets herself into a stance, prepped for combat: 

 

                             Rose 

I will make sure to have you experience something far worse than 

mere frustration, you pompous fool. 

 

 

-Bison and Rose engage in a grueling fight, to determine both 

of their fates. (Bison attacking aggressively, Rose mis-timing 

her attacks between his to make him appear to be winning) 

 

-Bison uses his tried and true Psycho Crusher 

 

                             Bison 

      This game has dragged on for far too long! 

 

 

Rose answers with her soul spiral 

 

                             Rose  

           For once, I can say I agree with you! 

 

 

Bison halts his psycho crusher and answers with a teleport, 

evading Rose’s attack. With Rose open for an attack, Bison 

strikes her with his Nightmare Booster cementing his victory. 

 

                             Bison 

 

 

 

  -M.Bison boasts to a battered and defeated Rose: 



 

                           Bison 

              Yes…Yes…This is delicious!  

 

 

-Rose pants heavily: 

                      

                           Rose 

G-Gloat while you can Bison. I have foreseen your future during 

our battle, your greatest triumph, shall be your undoing. 

 

 

-Bison prepares to assimilate Rose. 

 

                            

                              

                              Bison 

                I beg to differ, my dear Rose! 

 

-Bison leaps into the air and grabs her by her head: 

 

                              Bison 

You think too highly of yourself, Rose. Yes, being rid of you 

is a triumph in its own right, but is only minor in comparison 

to ridding MY world of that factory recall, Oni! 

 

 

 

-Bison impales Rose and siphons every last drop of her essence: 

 

                             Bison 

And putting an end to Oni inflicting any more harm to my soon 

to be utopia seems like a good future to m- 

 

 

 



-Bison’s body begins to surge with immense amounts of energy, 

causing him major harm to his body. The energy surge finally 

comes to a halt and Bison gets back on his feet. 

   

                                Bison 

My body can’t seem to comprehend its new power. If I’m going 

to be able to eliminate that mongrel, I am going to have to bend 

these new powers to my whim. 

 

 

 

 

 

                          Narrator  

 

In order to master his newly attained abilities, Bison crafted 

a suit that will allow him to control his body’s high energy 

output. To test the limits of the suit, Bison spent day and night 

honing his power in the Shadowloo training facility. After a 

grueling regimen with the fiercest fighting simulation on the 

planet, Bison had finally prepared himself to face the mighty 

Oni. 

 

 

 

-Oni walks amongst a wasteland he has created through his most 

recent slew of judgments. He takes an abrupt halt after sensing 

a powerful force, and turns back to it: 

 

 

                               Oni 

                   Show yourself, at once! 

 

             

                              Bison 

     First you attack me, and now you give me commands? 



  It is sad to admit that there are such glaring flaws in your 

design. 

 

 

-Bison descends from the sky, again, and lands to the ground, 

outfitted in his battle armor. 

 

  

                             

                                Bison 

 

And as every creator should, I will eliminate my flawed creation 

without hesitation! 

 

-Bison lets out his usual smirk and gets into his stance. 

 

-Oni snarls and turns to him. 

 

 

                                Oni 

You passed my judgment once before, let see if you are still 

worthy of your power! 

 

-Oni explodes emitting a high level of energy, turning his blue 

skin into a reddish one. 

 

 

-Bison and Oni begin to clash, trading thunderous blows to one 

another. 

 

 

 

Oni fires a Gou Hadouken: 

 

 

 



                                 Oni 

   I can feel your power through your strikes. I can tell that 

it is not your own. 

 

 

-Bison laughs and answers with Rose’s soul spark technique: 

 

 

                                Bison 

    And that is when you are wrong, like this planet, this power 

is mine and only mine to command! 

 

 

-Oni, disgusted with Bison’s arrogance, teleports towards 

Bison head on, and charges a powerful hadouken. 

 

                     

                                  Oni 

  I was wrong in my previous judgment. You are unfit to wield 

the power you possess. Now, prepare for your demise unworthy 

one! 

 

 

-Oni lets loose the strongest hadouken he can muster to Bison 

point blank. The beam is so great that it jets out into space: 

 

 

-Oni stands triumphantly 

 

                                  Oni 

     If you spent more time focusing on the battle at hand, 

rather than prattling on about nothing, you may have survived 

this ordeal. 

 

 

Oni turns his head: 



                                 Bison 

    Uncanny, I was just about to say the same exact thing! 

 

 

-A charred Bison blind sides Oni with a fierce right rook, with 

Oni stunned from his sudden attack, Bison unleashes a flurry 

of strikes, resulting in Oni’s demise: 

 

 

                                 Bison 

     And so ends that little debacle. With that little mistake 

out of the way, and with this vast amount of power at my 

fingertips, I can finally carry out my plans for world 

domination with no hindrance whatsoever! 

 

 

-A familiar voice calls out to Bison: 

 

                                  Rose 

                           I beg to differ! 

 

-Rose takes advantage of the weakened Bison from within his 

being and sends massive amounts of soul power through every 

fiber of his body: 

 

 

                                 Bison 

This is impossible! I was sure that I was rid of you after our 

confrontation! 

 

 

Rose scoffs  

 

                               

                                  

 



                                Rose 

I knew that fighting that abomination would definitely leave 

your body in a weakened state, allowing me to destroy you from 

within! 

 

 

-Bison grunts in pain: 

 

                                Bison 

              YOU WRECTH, YOU’LL DESTROY US BOTH! 

 

 

-Rose lets out a relieved sigh 

 

                                

                                 Rose 

I consequence I’m willing to face. By absorbing my being, you 

have ushered in the end of your own tyranny. I was right in that 

your greatest triumph would result in your undoing! 

 

 

 

-Bison’s body reaches its limit and goes out into an explosion 

so big, that it can be seen from outer space, ending both Bison 

and Rose. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 



 

 


